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Results
• The proportion of patients with actionable alterations when using DNA sequencing without RNA sequencing or without 

a reflex RNA test ranged from 79.8% - 90.5%, depending on the prevalence of RNA fusions (Table 2).
• RNA fusion prevalence did not impact the proportion of alterations detected when utilizing screening approaches that 

incorporated RNA sequencing, including use of an initial DNA + RNA test and the strategy of utilizing a reflex RNA test.

• Testing costs make up a small proportion of the projected costs of treating NSCLC patients (Figure 2).
• Pharmacy and medical costs were equivalent when using DNA + RNA testing or when using reflex RNA testing, as 

patient treatments did not differ.
• The increased testing costs associated with reflex RNA testing compared with DNA + RNA rose as the prevalence of 

RNA fusions identified increased.
• Pharmacy and medical costs increased for patients tested with DNA-only as fusion prevalence increased.Table 2. Proportion of Patients with Actionable Alterations* Detected by Testing Method

% of Patients with 
RNA Fusions DNA + RNA DNA-only

DNA-only + Reflex 
RNA

Difference 
(DNA + RNA minus 

DNA-only)
2.5% 92.8% 90.5% 92.8% 2.3%
5% 92.8% 88.2% 92.8% 4.6%
10% 92.8% 83.5% 92.8% 9.3%
14% 92.8% 79.8% 92.8% 13.0%
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Background
• In oncology, next generation sequencing (NGS) tests are used to identify biomarkers to inform the selection of 

targeted therapy as directed by clinical guidelines and/or regulatory approvals, and to inform clinical trial eligibility.1

• Due to the large number of potential oncogenic drivers in advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), NGS is 
guideline-recommended for identifying actionable targets to inform treatment decisions.2

• Recent publications discuss the value of RNA sequencing in detecting fusions that may not be detected by DNA
sequencing alone, including within NSCLC.3,4

• Current genomic tests include those based on DNA sequencing and those based on both DNA + RNA sequencing.5 In 
cases where an initial test based on DNA sequencing is negative, clinicians may order a reflex RNA test.6

• Choice of an initial test can therefore impact diagnostic costs, as DNA sequencing alone could lead to underutilization 
of targeted therapies due to missing actionable fusions, whereas use of reflex testing incurs an additional charge and 
could delay the initiation of therapy.6

Methods
• A Microsoft Excel-based model was developed to assess advanced/metastatic NSCLC patients.  
• Three hypothetical screening approaches were compared:

1. NGS testing with DNA-only sequencing 
2. NGS testing with DNA-only sequencing initially, followed by reflex RNA testing in those without a 

detected alteration
3. NGS testing with DNA + RNA sequencing upfront

• DNA-only and DNA + RNA tests only differed in their ability to detect RNA fusions; all other aspects were equivalent.
• A range of 2.5-14% was considered for the prevalence of fusions detected by RNA but not DNA sequencing based on 

a range of estimates found in the literature.7,8

• DNA + RNA testing was assumed to detect all alterations. Test sensitivity was reduced in DNA-only sequencing to 
account for fusions missed with RNA sequencing. False positives were not incorporated into the model. 

• Treatment pathways based on NGS test result were defined based on National Comprehensive Cancer Network 
guidelines2 and expert opinion.

• Epidemiologic and economic inputs were based on published literature (Table 1). 
• Test costs were based on generic CPT codes for large panel NGS tests.9

• Pharmacy costs were treatment-specific based on wholesale acquisition prices.10 

• Productivity costs were included and differed based on whether treatment regimens included chemotherapy.11

• Model outcomes included the proportion of patients with actionable alterations detected by testing modality, as well as 
annual costs inclusive of all direct medical costs and productivity losses (2022 US dollars).

Conclusions
• NGS tests that include upfront DNA + RNA sequencing in NSCLC patients 

identify those eligible for targeted therapies more efficiently, depending on the 
prevalence of RNA fusions.

• Upfront DNA+RNA testing reduces both costs and turn-around-time compared 
with initial DNA sequencing followed by reflex RNA sequencing. 

• Further investigations into the advantages of RNA sequencing are warranted.
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Limitations 
As a potential limitation, we only considered tissue-based tests and excluded blood-based NGS testing. Additionally, 
there is substantial uncertainty in data inputs. This study was conducted as an exploratory analysis examining the 
benefits of RNA testing, however that benefit is directly tied to how common those fusions are, which differs in the 
literature between tests and tumor types. In a subsequent analysis, it could be interesting to assess these findings within 
other tumor types.  

% of Patients 
with RNA 
Fusions DNA + RNA DNA-only

DNA-only + 
Reflex RNA

Savings with 
DNA + RNA vs. 

DNA-only

Savings with 
DNA + RNA vs.
DNA + Reflex 

RNA
2.5% $240,778 $241,178 $241,127 $400 $349
5% $240,778 $241,394 $241,212 $616 $434
10% $240,778 $242,009 $241,383 $1,231 $605
14% $240,778 $242,502 $241,519 $1,724 $741

Table 3. Annual Costs by Testing Method

Figure 1. Direct and Indirect Cost** Per Patient Associated with Test Choice

Objective
Given the potential for improved detection of actionable fusions using RNA sequencing, we examined the costs for 
NSCLC patients receiving NGS tests that include DNA + RNA sequencing compared to costs of testing based strictly on 
DNA sequencing, with or without reflex RNA testing. 

Model Input Value Reference(s)
Prevalence of alterations for which there are FDA approved therapies 67.2%

12-14Prevalence of alterations for which there are ongoing clinical trials 25.6%
Test costs $2,919 9: CPT code 81455
Biopsy costs $304 15
Reflex RNA costs $3,675 9: CPT code 0019U
Average annual pharmacy costs

Targeted therapy $146,336 10,16Standard of care $108,696 
Average annual other direct medical costs

Targeted therapy $126,896 16,17Standard of care $126,127 
Average annual productivity losses

Targeted therapy $645 11,18Standard of care $2,139 

Table 1. Model Inputs 

• Upfront DNA + RNA sequencing is cheaper per NSCLC patient compared with reflex RNA testing. Cost difference 
ranged from $400 when assuming the prevalence of RNA fusions was 2.5% to $741 with 14% additive detection 
(Table 3).

• DNA + RNA sequencing costs are not impacted by fusion prevalence and is the least expensive approach. 
• Use of reflex RNA testing increases costs due to the additional test costs for those without an initial alteration detected.
• DNA-only sequencing is both more costly and the least effective option (i.e., detects the fewest number of actionable 

alterations), as patients with RNA fusions not identified are not deemed eligible for targeted therapies. 

• As RNA fusion prevalence increased, the savings associated with DNA + RNA sequencing increased, with majority of 
total costs and cost-savings associated with direct medical costs (Figure 1).

Figure 2. Annual Direct Medical Costs per Patient by Cost Category

*Actionable alteration defined as an alteration for which there is an FDA approved treatment or an ongoing clinical trial. Differences
between columns due to fusions missed without RNA sequencing. Model assumed only one actionable alteration per patient.
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Within each pair of vertical bars, the first bar reflects the additional costs associated with DNA sequencing and the second bar reflects the
additional cost with DNA + reflex RNA.
**Indirect costs defined as productivity losses.

Within each pair of vertical bars, the first bar reflects the additional costs associated with DNA sequencing and the second bar reflects the
additional cost with DNA + reflex RNA.


